March 2021

WELCOME

With summer fast approaching, we are all ready to finally emerge into the sunlight
and re-start our lives after what has felt like the hardest “lockdown” of the pandemic
so far. At the time of writing, schools have just re-opened in the first step of the
“roadmap” to freedom, and we are all sincerely hoping that the plans that have been
put in place will come to fruition with the continued success of the vaccination
programme. While none of us expect that everything will magically return to “normal”,
just the sight of all school pupils in their uniforms on their way to and from school
again is enough to give us hope.
This issue of the Bucks Education Partnership newsletter is packed with information
and guidance to support governors in their increasingly essential role within schools.
The team are committed to providing an all-round governance package that keeps
boards up to date and effective no matter what they are faced with.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your ongoing support and to
wish you all a Happy Easter, and urge you to have a break over the Easter weekend
and return refreshed for the summer term!
Take care and stay safe.
The BEP team

01494 924713
@buckspartners
support@buckseducationpartnership.co.uk

Governance updates

DfE Governance
Update March 2021

KCSIE January
2021 Update

Clerks and governors are encouraged to stay up
to date with the latest advice from the DfE.

�A
 n update to take account of changes to
recruitment after the UK left the EU (Part 3;
Safer Recruitment, paragraph 172)

� The full update is available here

�F
 urther information within DfE Guidance
Recruit Teachers From Overseas

� Guidance on governor meetings and visits has
not changed. Remote meetings and visits are
recommended unless on-site arrangements
are essential
� On-site meetings and visits should be managed
in accordance with risk assessments

Remote Provision
� Schools are required to publish details of their
remote learning provision on the school website.
Optional template to support this is available here

Admissions
Appeals
Arrangements
The temporary relaxation of some of the
requirements of the School Admissions
Appeals Code, to give flexibility for panels
to meet remotely, has been extended until
30 September 2021.

� BEP Website Audit tool has been updated to
reflect this and is available here

Early Years
Early Years Foundation
Stage Reforms……
A revised EYFS Framework
will become statutory from
September 2021. The Framework is likely to be
virtually identical to the early adopters EYFS
framework. View an annotated version of the
Framework highlighting the changes from the
current version here
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Reflection

Assessment update -

Summer 2021

� When the time is right Boards should take the
time to debrief on what has been learned from
the school’s response to Covid-19

� There will be no statutory assessment (tests
or teacher assessment) this summer for KS1,
KS2 or phonics

� Boards will need to review the strategic
direction of the school, merging the pre-Covid
and post-Covid

�S
 chools are encouraged to engage in
summative assessment internally (reporting to
parents, transition to secondary schools)

� Boards should consider how they can support
leaders to fuse the best of what existed in
March 2020 with the positive learning from
the last 10 months e.g. parents evenings,
EdTech platforms

�E
 YFS Profile will not be collected by LAs, but
“best endeavours” to carry out the assessment
are encouraged

� How will you operate as a Board? A blended
approach with some meetings in school and
some remote meetings to facilitate a work/life
balance for those attending?

�G
 CSE/A-level will not involve exams and a
consultation on the system for centre-assessed
grades has been completed the system, the
results of which can be seen here

Ofsted and Covid

Internal Data
Assessment:

Ofsted have confirmed that inspection plans
for Summer Term 2021 will be mainly onsite.
Schools and Inspectors will need to agree safety
measures in advance of visits. Inspections
during the summer term will maintain the 4
judgements but there will be additional flexibility
as a result of the current context. The full
programme of graded inspections will resume
from Autumn 2021. The rolling update from
Ofsted can be found here

�W
 hen ready, schools will be able to share
some headline data with governors based on
their internal assessments
� There should be agreement between
Governors and the school SLT about the
nature and format of such data
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Wellbeing

It finds that:
�9
 3% of young people want young people to be brought
into the classroom and for conversations about
mental health to be normalised
� The three most important topics related to mental
health to learn about in school are depression /
anxiety, body image and identity
� t he top three factors that had a positive impact on
young people's mental health were friendships, family
and relationships

A new report published by the Anna Freud National
Centre for Children and Families gives insights into
the views of Secondary School and FE College
Students on mental health.

� t he top three factors that had a negative impact were
school work, exams and family

Working Towards Mentally Healthy Schools and
Colleges: The Voice of Students, was published on
15 March 2021 following a survey of over 3,000 young
people in the UK between November 2020 and
January 2021.
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The Centre is encouraging School Leaders to use the
results of the survey to develop a better understanding
of a whole school approach to mental health and wellbeing.
The report can be found here.

Governor Recruitment

Governor
recruitment a case study
on hiring 5 new
co-opted governors
Shortly after being elected, it wasn’t long before the
New Chair and Vice-Chair of Governors were faced
with their first challenge - Fill 5 co-opted governor
vacancies within the first term!
It became apparent quite quickly that a number of
Governors were ending their terms quite soon and
therefore time was of the essence.
In the interest of time, The Chair and Vice-Chair
conducted an informal skill assessment which
helped quickly determine the skillset, expertise and
experience required. Due to the unfilled vacancies
that had arisen over the previous academic year, the
majority of the current Board was made up Parent
Governors and after careful consideration, planning
and feedback from the Headteacher, it was agreed
wto hire (or recruit) co-opted Governors, to
compliment the experiences of our existing
Governing Board.
Although there hasn’t been a shortage of very
highly-skilled parent Governors, it has always been
challenging to attract new co-opted Governors in
the past. This is usually because the majority of
interested candidates already hold parent governor
roles elsewhere or they lack the time to commit.
Our initial attempt of advertising on local websites
gained very little interest from individuals with
the skillset and experience we required. As the
weeks went by, we quickly found the challenge
became greater - although we were gaining interest,
not a single candidate had the specific skillsets
we required.
After careful consideration we decided to approach
this exercise similar to a corporate headhunting
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project which both of us had experience of. We
created a formal spec, similar to a job advert, that
listed the specific skills and experiences we required
and posted this on targeted Facebook groups and
LinkedIn pages.
LinkedIn also enabled us to search and approach
individuals who lived in the local area and worked
in the various sectors and industries that we were
searching for. This provided over one hundred
suitable candidates. From the respondents who
enquired via Facebook over 50% were suitable for
the roles.
We were overwhelmed with the large number of
suitable volunteers that were interested and as a
result managed to on-board 5 new Governors onto
our Governing Board. Although the administering
of this process took time, the results were brilliant!
In addition, we now have a number of interested
individuals who will be used in our Governor
succession plans.
Another advantage to having spoken to individuals
throughout this process via LinkedIn, is that these
are individuals who may not have considered a
Governance role previously but may do so now that
they are aware of the personal benefits to their own
career development.
We will certainly be using Facebook and LinkedIn for
all our future Governor hires.
Vice-Chair, Board of Governors

SEND

Effective
Governance – Pupil
Premium and SEND
As the Chief Executive of nasen (the National
Association for Special Educational Needs) and
as a National Leader of Governance, I have the
privilege of visiting a large number of schools and of
discussing the strategic approach to SEND (special
educational needs and/or disabilities) with board
members. A question that I am often asked by
school governors and trustees is ‘What can we do to
improve SEND governance without any budget?’
As a result, I have developed a range of insights, tips
and strategies for governors and trustees. These are
explained in full in my latest book The Governance
Handbook for SEND and Inclusion: schools that
work for all learners. In this short piece, I wanted to
share one of the ideas from the book: give SEND an
equivalent status to pupil premium.
Most governors have a thorough understanding
of the impact of pupil premium provision in their
schools. This includes the number of pupils eligible
for pupil premium, the amount of funding received
and the impact of the funding. Conversely, relatively
few governors have an equivalent level of knowledge
in relation to the impact of spending on pupils
with SEND. This is because there is a statutory
requirement for governors to receive an annual
report with the information about pupil premium, but
this is not the case for SEND.
Most governors (and arguably SENCOs) are not
aware of the value of the SEN notional budget, let
alone how it is spent. Indeed, there is some debate
about whether or not the SEN notional budget exists
at all given that it is packaged within the general
funding received by schools.
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My suggestion is that when governors receive
the annual pupil premium report, this should be
extended to include pupils with SEND. There is likely
to be a significant overlap between those eligible for
pupil premium and those at the level of SEN support.
Governors will want to understand how the different
funding streams are used collaboratively, since
these pupils are arguably double-disadvantaged and
triple-funded.
For more about this approach and other SEND
governance ideas, please see The Governance
Handbook for SEND and Inclusion: schools that
work for all learners.
Professor Adam Boddison

Equalities

Equality and
diversity….
HfL are committed to becoming an
anti-racist organisation
� There is Board agreement to become an anti-racist
organisation, as a specific commitment within our
wider goal to welcome and support all colleagues
to thrive, whatever their background
� A BAME forum has been established to allow
staff from ethnic minorities to share experiences,
support each other and to help hold the wider
company to account
� A roadmap of actions has been agreed and is
already being implemented, including:
A
 ppropriate measures to be tracked
and published
C
 Vs without any identifying characteristics used
to shortlist candidates
U
 nconscious bias training for all staff - in the
autumn term 2020, all HfL staff attended a
session run by Dr Pragya Agarwal, author of
Sway: The Science of Unconscious Bias which
was designed to encourage us to examine our
own unconscious biases, look at how we are all
effected and what we can do about it.
In the spring term, a new Modern Governor module
was launched for governors on equalities which
aims to help you understand how your school should
be meeting the requirements of the Equality Act
2010 and how, as a board, you can ensure there is
an ongoing drive for equality and inclusion in your
school. Access the training here.
We are also supporting the NGA’s initiative to better
understand why some groups are underrepresented
on school governing boards and further their
Everyone on Board campaigning efforts to promote
more diversity on boards with practical solutions
and insights into how more Black, Asian or minority
ethnic individuals and young people can be recruited
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and retained on governing boards. Support to run
this project is being provided by GovernorHub and
The Key. It has been designed in consultation with
governors, trustees, governance professionals
and education professionals from NGA’s Diversity
and Equalities Advisory Group and the BAMEed
network/NGA governance steering group.
If you are a governor and want to get involved,
please contact research@nga.org.uk.

For further resources on diversity and
unconscious bias:
Outside the Boxes Podcast
‘Implicit Bias and Structural Racialization’
'Reflecting Realities: Survey of Ethnic
Representation within UK Children’s Literature 2018'
‘It’s time we faced up to AI’s race problem’
What do unconscious bias tests really reveal
about racism?
The Spark Radio 4
How to talk to your children about race and racism
What neuroimaging can tell us about
unconscious bias

HfL CONFERENCE

HfL kindly extended their Governor conference to include BEP governors this year free of charge.
We are delighted that so many BEP governors jumped at the opportunity and reported back that they found
the sessions really valuable.
The conference this year (postponed from November 2020 and delivered digitally for the first time in March
2021) focused on ‘EDUCATION – BRIDGING THE GAP’ and we were pleased to welcome 279 governors to
the “live” remote event.
Delegates had access to a range of webinars (11 in total) in the week prior to the live event, which received
639 views in the first week..
At the live event on Saturday, 20th March 2020, delegates were able to listen live to:
� Dr Kathy Weston (Chief Executive Officer – Tooled Up Education) on the governors’ role in closing the gap
in education2 keynote speakers
� Kieran Murphy (Director – Phase) on mental health within schools and the importance of promoting
wellbeing and resilience with young people
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Back to the Future - Governance blog
Published: 11 February 2021
I did wonder if the title was a bit hackneyed, does it reflect where, as governors, we currently find ourselves?
However looking up definitions of what is meant by ‘Back to the Future’ I fell upon one explanation which
seems to ring true:
Back to the Future -The expression refers to the time when one has to stop (over) thinking about the things
they could, or shouldn’t, have done in the past so that what happened wouldn't have happened.
Do not dwell on the past! The past has been written with ink, the future in pencil! (Anon 24/7/20)
……..to continue reading this blog click here
For more Governance blogs see Blog | Herts for Learning
If you would like to comment on their content or suggest ideas to be covered in future blogs please do not
hesitate to contact: Jonathan.ellam@hertsforlearning.co.uk
Click here to subscribe to your choice of blogs straight to your in box.

Ed Talks UK – HfL Podcast
EdTalks UK: Another episode of HfL’s fantastic podcast, EdTalks UK,
was released in January.
In this episode, Ben Fuller focuses on assessment in a constantly
shifting landscape and offers some tips for primary assessment.
Please click here to access the podcast.
We would really appreciate if you could have a listen and pass
on your feedback through podcast@hertsforlearning.co.uk.
If there are any topics you would like us to cover in the future,
do please let us know.

Governing Chatters
Podcast
The latest NGA podcast features a conversation with
4 clerks who won the 2019 Outstanding Governance
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Awards. This episode discusses the role of clerks
and other governance professionals in developing
and maintaining effective working relationships.
To listen to this episode or previous editions,
please visit their website here.

Chairs section

Light at the End of
the Tunnel?

➤ Think about a review for the board at the end of the
school year, or early in the Autumn Term.

Well we survived! Well done everyone! Time to pick up
the pieces, take up the reins and get on with the job!
Hopefully, we can get back to some sense
of ‘normality’.
Now, what’s next?
� What went “on hold” for the last year with all the
drama and confusion? What do we need to catch up
with? Do we need to back track to where we were – or
do we need to start afresh?

➤ Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the Department
for Education (DfE) has decided that the SFVS return
should be delayed this year. For the financial year
2020 - 2021, maintained schools should submit their
SFVS to their local authority by 28th May 2021.
➤S
 taff performance reviews this term/next term
and setting of new targets in the autumn, including
Headteachers. Get prepared by having the right training.
And what of the positives for this last year?
✔ We reduced our carbon footprint (not so much
driving around)

� What is on the GB plan for this last school term?

✔ We all developed new IT skills (like it or not!)

➤ Transition for “newbies” in and leavers out?

✔ Schools developed lots of on-line educational
resources – useful for engaging children and parents
(sorry kids – no more snow days…)

➤ Ofsted (may be back to normal by September?)
➤ Curriculum – Intent, Implementation, Impact –
remember that? Where are you up to?

✔ We all became much more aware of mental health
and how important relationships are.

➤ What are we going to do about meetings in the
future? Back to face to face? Totally remote?
Bit of both?
➤ Do you want to have a ‘get together’?
(Rules permitting) before the end of term? Just
to touch base with each other, school, staff?
(Good welcome for new governors recruited during
lockdown). Does the board need to be ‘re-motivated’?
➤ Can you meet the children? Just to remind them (and
yourself!) who you are and what you are doing this
for. What about parents?
➤ Academies – have you had your training this year?
Subscribers – you need to book before September.
What might you book that fits in with the GREAT
framework? Maintained schools – do you want
to plan your training for next term with regards to
GREAT?
➤ Do you have any vacancies this year that you could
plan to recruit to in September? Don’t forget the
RET training that we now offer. Ideally all governors
should give at least 1 terms notice.
➤ Think about a review opportunity for each governor
this term.
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That might be enough for now… in the meantime – have
a good Easter break, and hopefully we can begin to pick
up the pieces next term!

The Chairs’
Strategic Briefing
This term we welcomed our largest group of leaders yet
to the termly Chairs’ Strategic Briefing with 118 in the
room! We hosted several colleagues from HfL to speak
about their areas of expertise and delegates received
a Covid-19 update, as well as talks on Assessment
and Connected Learning followed by a panel Q and
A session. We were delighted to receive extremely
positive feedback and are thrilled that the sessions are
valued and beneficial to leaders. Our next session is
on 28th May and we will be confirming the agenda early
in the summer term so keep an eye on GovernorHub
for updates. If you wish to book your place, you can
do so via GovernorHub or by emailing
support@buckseducationpartnership.co.uk.

These events are FREE and open to all schools.

Clerks section

Welcome to the Clerks section of our
Governance Newsletter
We expect that governance may continue remotely for the majority in the summer term, but do have the
conversations with your board as to how they would like to proceed. The March edition of the DfE School
Governance Update clarified that governors can visit schools if deemed essential.
Remote meetings have now been in place for a year. At first, we were all uncertain of how clerking remotely
would work and if meetings would be effective. Fast forward a year, and the clerking professionals of Bucks
have become “pros” at managing their boards online and feedback has been largely positive.

Meetings 2021/22

Clerks’ Briefings

Governing boards should now start having
discussions on how they would like to operate
their meetings in the new academic year.
Discussions should include all parties and be
conducted with extreme sensitivity to individual
concerns. Lessons have been learnt from remote
meetings during the pandemic, and for some
boards a mix of both meetings held in person
and remotely may be the way forward to ensure
that attendance is high and that you have the
right people around the table. Undoubtedly, this
will take some getting used to and it may be a
while until schools decide exactly what works
best for their board.

It was great to see high levels of attendance at both
our Clerks’ Briefings this term. Over the course of
the meetings clerks heard from various educational
professionals including talks on Monitoring and
Assessment and Wellbeing.
The next session on 29th April will be held via
LiveStorm and we will be looking at different way
to offer networking and interaction between clerks.
The presentation and supporting documents from
the spring term briefings have been shared with all
subscribing clerks via the Clerks’ Network
on GovernorHub.
These sessions are used to share best practice
and provide updates on education and school
governance. Suggestions for the agenda or a best
practice focus are encouraged and should be
emailed to
support@buckseducationpartnership.co.uk

If you are considering a blended approach, we
would suggest that the first business meeting of
the year and the budget meeting are held
in person.
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GovernorHub updates

Access to remote training in
GovernorHub….
Click on the TRAINING tab in your personal profile

Click on the 3 dots next to the training booking to access the link

Training records
Currently the downloaded training record for the whole board on Governor Hub will not show any courses
completed through Modern Governor (although these will appear on a governor’s individual training record).
Online courses can be added manually by the individual governor on completion of the course and receipt of
certificate and will then appear on the whole board’s training record. The remote and face to face courses
are listed.
GovernorHub are working towards a solution with the Modern Governor systems to resolve this issue in the
near future.

To make governing “remotely” easier, GovernorHub has introduced:
Signing documents remotely

Set a review date for a document

Manage email notifications

Add a video link to the calendar

And new for Clerks……
Historical members
On the Governing Board page, you will now see that members have been divided into 2 options –
current and historical.
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By clicking on the historical members, you can create a record of and store details of “resigned” governors
for publication on the school website. GovernorHub are now working on a “handy” report of this information
to download.
For more information about using these features, please see the following articles:
What happens when someone leaves the board?

Can I add a new historical member record?

How to edit historical member records

My Hub
If you're an admin on two or more boards or have the role of clerk on two or more boards you will see a Hub
icon on your washing line. This makes it easier to access and manage your different boards.

For more information please the following article: Using My Hub
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Spotlight on
Governor Training
Governor training is essential in order for
boards to develop the skills they need to
support their school effectively. With the
move of access to training into GovernorHub
and the introduction of remote and online
training, courses are now easier for governors
to access and complete. In this issue we
are putting a spotlight on courses that could
be useful for governors to consider for the
summer term.

Equalities (Modern Governor)
This is a vital area to understand when providing strong
and impactful governance. This online module is
designed to help governors:

Upcoming Training
The BEP training programme will be continuing via
webinar until at least half term. When restrictions
permit, we will move towards a blended programme.
Summer Term 2021 places are available to book
on GovernorHub or by emailing
support@buckseducationpartnership.co.uk

The schedule includes the following
popular courses:
Introduction to Governance (10 June)
Pupil Exclusions: The Role of the Governing Board
(13 May)

� understand what equality means in the context of
your school

Additional Managing Allegations course (21 June)

� have a good grasp of expectations for schools in this
area

We have started adding courses for the next academic
year, so you will also see these on GovernorHub.

� understand the role governors should play

Bespoke whole Governing Board (WGB) training
sessions are available to book. These can be tailored to
your school and are currently being delivered remotely.

Additional Handling Complaints course (6 July)

� plan some ‘next steps’ for improvements on
your board
� know where to go to get further information
and resources

Modern Governor- online modules
The following new modules have been added to
the Modern Governor collection this term:
� Equalities
“This is the second course I've attended and I'm
equally impressed with both. I know that I shall
always be happy to attend a course led by BEP.”

�Y
 oung Carers and The Role of Governors
� Investigations Best Practice

Bucks Governor

�B
 EP Chairs Strategic Briefings (9.30am)

“Yesterday I did the Introduction to Governance
training and I must say that it was fantastic.
I would recommend it for new and already
existing governors as a refresher.”

- Friday 28th of May 2021
�B
 EP Clerks Briefings (9.30am)
- Thursday 29th of April 2021

Bucks Governor

- Thursday 8th of July 2021
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2021 BEP Governor Conference:
Developing Despite Disruption
18th June 2021 9.30am
We are really excited to announce that Jo Goodman from The Education Endowment Fund will
be heading the line-up at our conference this summer. The EEF have been front and centre of the
Covid-19 related education research throughout the pandemic and we are delighted to have the
opportunity to hear from them in more detail about their findings and what it spells for the future.
We hope that many of you will be able to join us. You can find more information on GovernorHub
here or on our website here or by emailing support@buckseducationpartnership.co.uk

Bucks Education Partnership Annual Conference 2021

Developing Despite Disruption
18th of June 2021, 9.30am – 1.30pm

“It’s not the strongest of the species that
survives nor the most intelligent, but
one that is most responsive to change.”
Charles Darwin
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BEP service 2021/22

BEP service offer
2021/22
We have confirmed our service offer for the next
academic year and details are included below.
We are very aware of the financial pressures
many schools are facing and have managed to
freeze the price of GovernorHub for another year.
Our other packages are subject to very small
inflationary increases only.
Training
we have had an overwhelmingly positive
response to our webinars but we also recognise
the value of face-to-face training, particularly in
relation to some courses, so we plan to move
forward with a blended offering as soon as
guidelines allow.

The Key and BEP
You will see we are now able to offer The Key for
School Governors, which will be accessible via
GovernorHub for subscribing schools.
To view a webinar on the main features of The
Key for School Governors and GovernorHub
click here.
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Spotlight on
HfL Services

Introducing the Digital Cassroom,
from Herts for Learning
�a
 n online collection of resources to support
school staff with using digital tools to support
both connected learning and the use of EdTech
moving forward.
�n
 ew content added regularly
�s
 hareable links to videos for parents
are provided
� f ull access for £199 one-off payment
Contact technology@hertsforlearning.co.uk
to find out more

Why Back on Track?
With the continued disruption to pupils learning due to COVID-19, schools are
restructuring their curriculum to create a pathway to address the needs of their pupils.
To support staff during this challenging time, Herts for Learning Primary and Early
Years education specialists have developed a range of subject specific packages of
training and resources to get their pupils back on track.
To read more about how Back on Track can support your school click here

Remember we are here to support you so please do get in touch.
The BEP team

01494 924713
@buckspartners
support@buckseducationpartnership.co.uk

